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Math is all
around us!
If you’ve ever passed out snacks to a group of children, you
know that they are quick to notice if they didn’t each receive
the same amount. The ideas of more and less—basic math
concepts—are obvious, even to very young children.
Did you know that you can easily help your little one learn
math skills? Yes, you can! Children are interested in math and
love thinking about it.
In fact, scientists have found that children’s brains are ready
to understand number concepts from a very early age. And a
recent study found that if you use math words in everyday
conversations with your toddlers and preschoolers, they’ll do
better in math and reading when they reach elementary school.
You can help your child by simply talking about numbers,
counting out loud, and using other math words as you
go about your day—and this book is full of ideas to get you
started! To make it easy to find math words and concepts
to say out loud with your children, we’ve highlighted them
throughout this guide. We hope you have fun talking math with
your children.

Look!
Do you see the
pattern?

In this book, you’ll find fun and easy math activities that you and
your child can do anywhere.

• When riding the bus or driving in your car, count the traffic
lights or signs you see along the way.

• While doing laundry, give your child the job of finding the
matching pairs of socks.

• At the grocery store, count the number of cans you place in
your cart. In the produce section, ask your child to count the
number of apples you place in the bag.

• While setting the table, have your child tell you how many
forks you need for everyone to have one, and then count
them out.

Let’s measure
how tall you are.
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Count by
Numbers

Your child is beginning to develop an
understanding of math—even before she
can say number words out loud. Once she
can begin to say number words, she can
begin to match the words to set size and
then count the set (for example, “Look at
the spoons. There are three! 1, 2, 3.”). You can help her do this by providing
this kind of talk.
You can help her understand that a number word represents a specific
amount. When waiting in line, say, “Let’s count the people in front of us. 1, 2, 3.
There are three people in front of us. Then it’s our turn. How many people are
behind us?” If your child answers incorrectly, instead of supplying the correct
answer, say, “How did you get your answer? Let’s check if that’s right. Can you
think of another way to solve that problem? Let’s count together.” Below, find
other simple ways to talk math with your children when you’re in town.

Out and About

•	Count the number of traffic lights you

pass along the way and emphasize
the total. “We’re passing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
That’s five traffic lights we just passed.”
Next time, count the number of
stop signs.

•	Explain that numbers identify

buildings (“See the house numbers
we’re passing?”) and businesses
(“We’re looking for our dentist’s office
at 129 Autumn Road”). Ask, “What
numbers do you see?”

When Riding the Bus or Driving in
Your Car

• Say to your children, “Let’s count how
many cars pass by while we wait for
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the light to turn green.” Another time,
count trucks or buses.

•	Talk about vehicles with different

numbers of wheels. How many
wheels does a car have? How many
wheels does a bicycle have? A
tricycle? A scooter?

When Parking Your Car

•	When parking in a lot, count the cars

between your car and the store: “1, 2,
3, 4. There are four cars between our
car and the store.”

•	If parking on the street, count the cars
between your car and the crosswalk:
“1, 2, 3. There are three cars between
our car and the crosswalk.”

Around Town
How many cars do you see?
How many doors do you see?
How many white dogs do you see?
How many brown dogs?
How many dogs are there all together?
What else will you count?
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What's Big,
What's Small?

Have you ever thought about how often you count,
measure, estimate, and compare when you’re
cooking? Measuring one cup of this and ½ cup of that
teaches your child how to compare the relationship
of parts to wholes. Your kitchen is rich with fun and
yummy ways your child can learn the basics, and here
are some easy ways to start.

Preparing Food

•	Ask your child to compare the sizes

of measuring spoons. Use words like
smallest, small, medium, big, bigger,
and biggest to describe each spoon.

•	Line up the fruits you’ll use for

fruit salad from smallest to largest.
(Try starting with a blueberry and
ending with a watermelon.)

Setting the Table

•	Think about plate sizes. Ask, “Do we
need big plates or small plates for
this meal?”

•	Put your spoons down on the table

and ask, “Who has a long spoon?
Who has a longer spoon? Who has
the longest spoon?”
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At Mealtime

•	Show your child a whole piece of

toast and cut it in half. Then say,
“These two pieces are the same size.
They’re called ‘halves.’” Cut each
piece in half again. After your child
counts, “1, 2, 3, 4 pieces,” say, “These
four pieces are called fourths. Fourths
are smaller than halves.”

•	At snacktime, say, “We have an

orange and an apple for a snack.
Which one is wider?”

•	Have your child hold two different

pieces of fruit in her hands and ask,
“Which one is heavier? Which one
is lighter?”

•	At dinner, compare the size of your

food portions. Say, “You have more
carrots than I do. I have fewer carrots
than you.”

In the Kitchen
Which plant is the tallest?
Which bowl is the widest?
Which drawer is the narrowest?
What else is large? What else is small?
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Sorting
Shapes

Your young child has a natural ability to understand
shapes—but needs your help to learn what each
one is called. So talk it up! Describe the shapes
of objects and what makes each one different. For
example, you might say, “A circle is round with no corners. A
triangle has three straight sides and three angles.” Children
learn best by touching objects of different shapes. There are
plenty of shapes at home, but a trip to the grocery store offers
some fun ways to find all sorts of shapes!

Look Around
Look around—you’ll find shapes
everywhere.

• Circles are round with no corners.

Look for circles printed on billboards
and road signs. Encourage your child
to use a finger to trace around the
edges of plates and cups.

•	Rectangles have four straight sides

and four corners. The sides across
from each other are the same length.
Look for windows, doors, and flags.
Trace the edges of envelopes and
sheets of paper.

•	Squares are a special type of

rectangle—all four straight sides are
the same length. Look for windows
and signs that appear to be square.
Help your child trace the edges of
square floor tiles or square picture
frames and count each side.

•	Triangles have three straight sides

and three angles. Look for them
printed on billboards and yield signs.
Cut used envelopes or cards from one
corner to the opposite corner to make
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two triangles. Count the sides as your
child traces the edges of each one.

•	Spheres are round, three-dimensional
shapes. Find some balls and explore
what happens when you drop
something that doesn’t have straight
sides—it rolls! Look for spheres in the
produce aisle of your grocery store.

At the Store

•	Have your child trace the edges of a

box of cereal or crackers and count
the sides. Say, “The top of the box is a
rectangle” (or square if all four sides
are the same length).

•	Point out the express sign that says

“10 items or fewer.” Ask, “Is this sign
a square or a rectangle? How do
you know?”

•	When paying for your groceries, point
out the different shapes of money.
Say, “This dollar bill is a rectangle.
What shape is the quarter? Are all my
coins the same shape? Are they the
same size?”

At the Grocery Store
What’s happening in this store?
What shapes do you see?
What will you count?
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Find the
Pattern

Patterns are everywhere, and you can give
your child opportunities to create and play
with them. After all, a pattern is as easy as
something that repeats more than once—like
red, blue, red, blue, red, blue. Thinking about patterns helps
children make sense of math; it helps them predict what will
happen. After just a bit of practice, you’ll be amazed at how
often your child will find patterns that you don’t even see!

In the Bedroom

At Playtime

•	When folding laundry with your child,

•	Help your child make a pattern with

make a pattern with socks. Line them
up like this: big, small, big, small,
big, small. Then, have fun matching
the pairs of socks together.

his crayons. Place one pointing up, the
next pointing down, etc. As you make
the pattern, ask, “What comes next?”

•	String pieces of macaroni into a

•	Help your child lay out a pattern with

her toys—a book, stuffed animal,
block, book, stuffed animal, block,
etc. Then count the number of toys all
together and repeat the last number as
you say, “So we have (total number of)
toys on the floor.”

•	Grow a pattern! Put one object on the

Getting Dressed

•	When you help your child get dressed,
help him count the items of clothing
he is putting on (one shirt, two socks,
etc.). Do any of them have a pattern?
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beautiful patterned necklace. Place a
big piece, another big piece, and then
a small piece on the string. Repeat
with more big, big, small pieces to
create a pattern. When the necklace
is complete, count the number of
“beads” on the necklace.

2

3

1

table. Below that object, put another
object on the table and have your child
place one object next to it. Below that
row, put two objects in a row, then ask
your child to add one more to the row.
Below that row, put three objects in
a row, then have your child add one
more. Ask, “How many do you think
will be in the next row? Let’s find out!”

2

3

1

2
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In the Bedroom
Blue square, red square, blue square, red square.
The red and blue squares make a pattern on
Grandma’s quilt. What other patterns do you see
in this bedroom?
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Add It Up
Here’s an easy way to think about introducing addition:
group like things together, then add them up. (Say,
“Let's put all your red blocks in one pile and your blue
ones in another. Now, let’s count how many blocks
there are all together.”) Be sure to use easy concepts
and small numbers, and whenever possible, use
familiar objects as examples rather than numbers. The
playground is a perfect place to practice addition with
these tips below.

At the Playground

Playing Outside

From the number of things to play on to
the number of children playing, there are
many ways to use math words when
visiting the playground. Get started
with these, then make up your own.

Use lots of number words as you walk
along.

• Count how many big-kid swings you

see, and how many little-kid swings.
Then count the two groups of swings
all together.

count a few trees. Ask, “How many
trees did you touch?” Have her run,
touch, and count a few more. Then
hold up your fingers to show each
number. Help her add the numbers to
find out how many trees she touched.

•	If there are children on the swings, say,

•	Find a picnic table and take a rest.

•	If you see people walking dogs, ask,

• Say, “We each brought a water bottle,

“There are five swings all together. And
there are three children on the swings.
How many swings don’t have children
on them?”
“Are there more people or dogs?”
After your child answers, ask, “How
do you know?” “Yes, we can count to
find out!”

• Count your steps as you walk from

the bench to the swings. Then count
your steps as you walk to something
else. Which took more steps? Which
distance is farther?
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• Have your child run to, touch, and

Ask, “Are there more benches or
tables? So there are fewer tables
than benches. Fewer is the opposite
of more.”
so we had four. I recycled mine.
How many do we have now? How
do you know?”

• On the way home, play a game. Say,
“Let’s pretend I have some stars. If I
gave you two and I kept three, how
many stars did I have before I gave
you some?” (Fingers can be useful
tools for this game.) Repeat using
other objects and numbers.

At the Playground
How many children are on the slide?
How many are on the climbing dome?
How many are riding a bike?
How many children are at the playground
all together?
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